
SUNSET
HEIGHTS

100 PORFIRIO DIAZ ST. 79902



Welcome to a space where passion meets purpose. 

We're excited to have you here at Sunset Heights Co,
where the essence of love and creativity intertwines to

create something special. 

We believe in fostering a safe and inclusive
environment that celebrates the unique tapestry of

each individual. Our doors are open wide, you've found
your home away from home. 

Thank you for being a part of our community, your
presence adds to the richness of what we are creating

together. 

Here's to love, creativity, and the joy of creating lasting
connections!

WHO WE ARE

Venue Coffee Shop Office Spaces. .



At Sunset Heights, we blend the comfort of a coffee
shop, the productivity of modern office spaces, and

the versatility of an event venue. 

We are more than just a place – we are a place
designed to inspire, connect, and empower individuals

and businesses alike.

WHAT WE DO?



THE VENUE

Our venue seamlessly transforms into an exceptional
event space. Versatility allows us to host anything
from intimate gatherings to corporate functions. Our
adaptable layouts and space set the stage for
memorable celebrations and successful events, while
our dedicated team ensures every detail is perfectly
executed.

Capacity of 150 people 
Personalized and tailored for your needs 



LET'S US HELP YOU
CREATE

Our packages are customizable to ensure that your
special day reflects your individual style and

preferences. 

From intimate gatherings to grand celebrations, we
have the perfect package to make your vision come to

life.



OUR
SERVICES

We offer a variety of
services to curate a
memorable event
including: 

Event planner 
Photographer &
videographer 
Catering 
Decoration services
Photo-booth 
DJ/live music 



COFFEE SHOP

Sunset Heights Coffee Co. is in the heart of El Paso,
our coffee shop is more than just a place to grab your
favorite brew; it's a warm and inviting space designed
for coffee enthusiasts and casual sippers alike. 

We are passionate about crafting the perfect cup and
making this place your home away from home. 

We proudly support local artists by showcasing their
work on our walls and hosting regular events that
bring people together, there's always something
happening at our coffee shop.



CONFERENCE ROOM

Our conference room is a designated space within the
establishment designed to facilitate meetings,
presentations, and discussions among individuals or
teams. 

Our goal is to create a functional and comfortable
space that fosters effective communication and
collaboration.

This space can be arranged to best
accommodate your needs and preferences. 



Our office complex is strategically located in central El
Paso. We offer a variety of meticulously designed

office spaces tailored to meet the diverse needs of
businesses, entrepreneurs, and professionals.

OFFICE SPACES




